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ABSTRACT 
Numerous attempts made at classifying threats and intrusion has yielded the use of formal taxanomies that 
every intrusion detection system must seek to satisfy. The feat includes (and not limited to) a heuristic that is 
logical, based on solid tech details, intuitive, comprehensible, complete, robust, exhaustive, objective, 
repeatable, mutually exclusive, reusable and useful. They should thus, be able to classify intrusion based on 
the vulnerability’s traditional cause, attack type, number of connections, its source, environ and automation 
level. With the aforementioned, we propose a comparative study of machine learning heuristics to classify 
intrusion threats – noting that the goal of every intrusion detection system is to be accurate, reduce error and 
time spent in verifying attacks, detect a wide range of threats and attacks in a timely fashion as well as 
present result analysis in simple and easy to understand format (9 pt). 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The increased adoption in digital computing and networks to aid data processing and resources sharing 
– has continued to attract the increased attention of adversaries as well as consequently, continued the 
advances in deployment of systems geared towards averting threats and intrusions. With the number of 
threat/intrusions on a steady rise [1-2] – so also is the drastic increase in cost associated with the protection of 
valuable resources shared on computer systems and networks (CSN). With complexities and advances in the 
medium and mode of data sharing – adversaries have become even more sophisticated at exploting the 
inherent weaknesses to gain access with increased priviledges aimed at personal and financial gains [3]. 
While, such advances in CSN and cybersecurity are noted, the continued deployment of gateways, firewalls 
and other measures placed to detect adversaries by security experts, we also note that the technical know-how 
required to engage in attack is on the decrease. But, these have also ushered in a rapid rise in the number of 
attack attempts – resulting in increased threats to CSN [4-6]. The increased frequency and complexity of 
attacks, has further raised the level of knowledge required to effectively detect threats. Another issue is the 
rise in multi-stage attacks orchestrated to strike multiple targets with different levels of security by 
coordinating a number of exploits. An additional difficulty in detection is that a majority of attackers conceal 
the true origin of an attack and rarely indulge in sudden bursts of suspicious activity that can be easily 
detected, even by simple intrusion detection systems [7]. 
 
1.1. Threats and Attacks on Computer Systems and Networks (CSN) 

The protection of property rights of computer users, to provide confidentiality, security, safe and 
secure information over networks from unauthorized access and modification, is designed to provide a 
solution to a critical feat in data processing. This protection is from against all possible malicious attempts 
that may inflict significant economic, material and non-material damage [7]. It protects users from all the set 
of potential threats by the nature of their occurrence grouped into two classes: natural (objective) and 
artificial (subjective). Artificial threats are deliberate threats to the security of a computer system and 
networks and is characterized by such parameters as the nature of the crime, the type of implementation, the 
objectives pursued, the object of influence, the place of origin as described in figure 1 [8]. Conversely, [9] 
notes that threats are a potentially possible event or process that exposes the resources of a CSN – and can 
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directly or indirectly lead to damage of the interests of its entities therein. The vulnerability of the 
information system is any property (element) of the CSN, the use of which by the violator can lead to the 
realization of the threat [10]. 

Threats have been classified as vulnerabilities into [8, 11-15]: (a) design vulnerability at 
development of the CSN, (b) implementation vulnerabilities resulting from software/hardware, (c) usage 
vulnerability as introduced by the user during operation of the CSN, (d) configuration vulnerabilities result 
from incorrect management of components by the administrator, and (e) a possible channel for information 
leakage that allows an attacker or an intruder to gain access to data over the network [16-19]. Figure 1 shows 
classification of threats to the CSN; while Figure 2 shows the progression of threats and attacks to CSN. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Classification of Security Threats to Computer System and Network 
 

 
Figure 2. Progression of Security Threats on CSN Overtime 

 
The medium by which threats are channelled, is grouped into man, equipment, and program. With threats on 
a steady rise, conventional means to secure CSN via mechanisms such as firewalls, password authentication, 
virtual private networks (VPN), gateways etc – are found to be insufficient due to various bottlenecks, as 
they only create a protective shield around the CSN [1, 10, 20-22]. Advances in cybersecurity to evade the 
inevitable vulnerabilities in the CSN infrastructure, and to ward of threats and intrusion attacks by 
adversaries – have continued to evolve as adversaries seek to exploit the CSN vulnerabilities often 
engineered and/or caused by careless design and implementation flaws. This has advanced the need to 
monitor systems, network and identify threats/attacks. This process is called intrusion detection, an effective 
security mechanisms [2-3, 23-26]. 
 
1.2. Threat Taxonomies 

Numerous attempts made to categorize and classify threats, attacks and intrusions [27-29] have 
sought various properties that a formal taxonomy should satisfy includes (and not limited to): (i) logical and 
intuitive [30], (ii) based on concrete solid technical details [31], (iii) comprehensible and exhaustive [32], (iv) 
complete [30], (v) mutually exclusive and useful [1-3, 10], (vi) objective [29], and (vii) must be repeatable 
[31]. These taxonomies employ the traditional cause of a vulnerability threat to specify an attack-class into: 
(a) attack type, (b) number of network connections used in the attack, (c) attack source, (d) environment, and 
(e) automation level. Various criteria in various literatures, have been employed in classifying threats and 
attacks into various classes and/or categories namely [33-34]: 
1. Denial of Service (DoS) attempts to shut down a CSN infrastructure – denying authorized users access to 

services and resources. DoS are classified into two (2) namely: (i) operating system attacks that target 
bugs in specific operating systems and is only fixed with patches; and (ii) networking attacks to exploit 
the inherent limitations in network infrastructures. The teardrop (operating system) attack exploits the 
TCP/IP fragmentation re-assembly code as it does not properly handle overlapping IP-fragments by 
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sending a series of fragmented overlapping packets. The SYN flood (network) attack can exploit the 3-
way handshake for establishing a connection. An attacker establishes large number of half-open 
connections via IP spoofing, which sends a SYN packets with spoofed (fake) IP address to unsuspecting 
victim to establish a connection. The victim creates a record, responding with the SYN/ACK data. It 
receives no ACK data for the connection established as the spoofed IP is unreachable. Though the records 
are freed after a time-out period, the attacker then attempts to generate sufficiently large number of half-
open connections to overflow the data structure that may lead to a segmentation fault or locking up the 
computer. The distributed DoS (DDoS) – which is a variant of the DoS, multiple systems are used, well-
crafted and carefully coordinated to achieve the goal therein described [1-3]. DDoS is a carefully crafted 
attack, targeted at network resource(s) – to directly compromises clients [35]. It grants access to an 
adversary to seize up resources such CPU time, bandwidth, memory etc, and exploit network’s weakness. 
An adversary achieves this, by inserting malware that sought to overwhelm a network with requests. 
Since the DDoS is well-coordinated, its magnitude and severity depends on the attack size. We can fix the 
DDoS by manually disconnecting affected clients off the network, when detected. Best detection schemes 
seek to stop a detected attack as close and as fast as possible, to its source.. Like the DoS, the DDoS 
attack is of two (2) forms: (1) an adversary seeks by exploit design, to flood a network with client 
requests that exhausts or seize up CPU-time, power, bandwith etc – making it difficult for other clients to 
access these resources (i.e. flooding), and (2) adversary sends large volume of malicious packets to a 
server (i.e. protocol attack). A DDoS attack can evade detection if the adversary spoofs the source address 
to mask packets and make it difficult to differentiate genuine from malicious data. Detection schemes are 
usually grouped based on their locality of deployment as [1-2]. 

 
2. Probing attacks scan the networks to identify valid IP addresses as in Figure 2, and to collect information 

about them (e.g. services offered, operating system used). These info provides an attacker with a list of 
potential vulnerabilities that can later be used to perform an attack on selected machines and services. 
Probing attacks include IP-Sweep (scanning network computers for a service on a specific port of 
interest), port-sweep (scanning ports to determine which services are supported on a single host), Nmap 
(tool for network mapping), etc. These attacks however common – are precursor to other attacks. Scan 
detection tools search through IP addresses that make more than N-connections in T seconds and disperse 
noisy scans – though they are inefficient against stealthy scans. Stealthy scans do not normally trigger 
typical scan alerts. These, among other reasons – have let sophisticated adversaries adjust their scans by 
reducing the frequency of their transmissions and avoid detection. To detect stealthy scans, some 
technique based on collecting various statistics have been recently proposed [13]. 

 
Figure 3. Typical scanning activity on CSN 

 
3. Compromises use known vulnerabilities such as buffer overflows and weak security points for breaking 

into the system and gaining privileged access to hosts. Depending on the attack source (external or 
internal), compromises can be further split into two categories as [30, 35]: 
a. Remote to Local (R2L) attacks, where an attacker who has the ability to send packets to a machine 

over a network (but does not have an account on that machine), gains access (either as a user or as the 
root) to the machine. In most R2L, the attacker breaks into CSN using acts such as password guessing, 
dictionary attacks, and exploiting software vulnerability via arbitrary commands on the server. 

b. User to Root (U2R) attacks, where an attacker who has an account on a computer system is able to 
misuse/elevate her or his privileges by exploiting a vulnerability in computer mechanisms, a bug in 
the operating system or a program installed on the system. Unlike R2L where an adversaries hacks 
from the outside, U2R compromise has the adversary as local (within network) and typically is a root 
user with higher privileges. The most common U2R attack is buffer overflow – which exploits 
programming error and attempts to store more data into a buffer located on an execution stack. Since 
buffers are created to contain a specific amount of data, the additional information used by the 
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attacker can overflow into adjacent buffers, corrupting or overwriting the valid data held in them. This 
data may contain codes designed to trigger specific actions, such as damaging user’s files or providing 
the user with root access. Many methods have recently been proposed for detection and prevention of 
buffer overflow attacks due to increased interest in them. It is important to note that buffer overflow 
attacks can also belong to R2L attacks, where remote users attempts to compromise the integrity of 
target computer. 

 
4. Malware are programs that replicate on host machines and propagate via a network. They include [36-

37]: 
a. Viruses are programs that reproduce by attaching themselves to other programs (called host) – thus, 

infecting them. They can wreak considerable havoc, or may only perform annoying feats such as 
display on-screen messages. They typically employ user interaction for replication unto other CSN. A 
well-known virus example is Michelangelo virus that infects the hard disk’s master boot record and 
activates a destructive code on March 6 (birthday of Michelangelo). Viruses are classified into simple, 
encrypted, polymorphic and metamorphic based on their characteristics, operating system, varying 
algorithms of work, environment, destructive capabilities, and on what they infect and how they infect 
the media. 

b. Worms are self-replicating codes that aggressively spread through a network, by taking advantage of 
automatic packet sending and receiving features found on many computers. Worms are grouped into: 
(i) traditional worms usually use direct network connections to spread through the system and do not 
require any user interaction,  (ii) e-mail (and other client application) worms, (e.g. Melissa worm 
infect other hosts on the network (Internet) by exploiting user’s e-mail capabilities or utilizing other 
client applications (e.g. ICQ – “I seek you”), (iii) windows file sharing worms (e.g. ExploreZip 
replicate themselves by utilizing MS Windows peer-to peer service, which is activated every time a 
networking device is detected in the system. 

 
1.3. Study Motivation 

The study is motivated by the following [1-2]: 
1. Threats are rising at an alarming rate and engineered to exploit unsuspecting victims. Its proliferation has 

continued to cause trust-level loss in user adoption of tech and loss of finances too. Thus, deployment of 
statistical models is become imperative in detecting malicious packets on data traffics. 

2. Cybersecurity advances and inherent sophistication – has left both adversaries and security experts 
paranoid as they continue to tweak methods to evade detection or curb threats. Thus, combating threats 
has become an inconclusive and continuous task as many of models yield degraded performance due to 
(inappropriate) selection of feats within the dataset used – resulting in model over-fitting, over-training 
and even incorrect classification for the model due to increased errors (false-positives and true-negatives) 
rate. 

3. Threats or attack often prevents legitimate users of compromised system from gaining access to network 
resources. Thus, they often hold up or consume available resources, overwhelms the network with 
requests payloads, block uncompromised users’ system from access to provisioned services in lieu of 
compromising the entire network until countermeasures are deployed. Thus, there is great urgency to 
identify the source of such threats and attacks, manage them as well as prevent future occurence. This is 
effectively achieved via statistical means and guides a user to efficiently differentiate between legitimate 
and malicious acts. 

4. Formulating an effective detection scheme has its setback(s) – as malicious traffics are poised by their 
design architecture to evade filters, whose performance are hindered by the limited size of characters, 
non-availability of malicious traffic data etc – creating impediments in selecting parameters for training. 
And, ultimately, leading to both poor learning and classification of the learning algorithm. 

 
 
2. RESEARCH METHOD (10 PT) 
 
2.1. Machine Learning (ML) Frameworks: A Review 

Learning algorithms effectively classify attacks with heuristics that can tolerate uncertainty, noise, 
ambuities, and imprecision while yielding an optimal solution. It models traffic data as a set of test for 
statistical inference, which seeks to determine if a new instance belongs to the class. Instances that do not 
conform to the trained model is classified as an anomaly. Wu et al [29] used a decision trees to detect attack 
with 15-parameters to monitor packets and flag to track traffic pattern. It detects abnormal traffic flow via a 
match scheme that identifies traffic flow similar to an attack flow as well as to trace back the origin of an 
attack based on this similarity. Karinmazad and Faraahi [30] used anomaly-based detection with packet feats, 
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analyzed via a Radial Basis Function network that was applied to an edge-routers on a victim networks. It 
uses seven-feats to train a RBF-net – and classifies data into normal and attack classes. If model recognizes 
an incoming traffic as attack, its source packets are sent to a filter/attack-alarm routine for further actions. 
Else, it is sent to its destination. Thomas et al [27] proposed a detection scheme where each router detects 
traffic anomalies using profiles of a normal traffic constructed via stream sampling algorithms. Their results 
indicates: (a) we can profile a normal traffic reasonably accurately, (b) identify anomalies with low false-
positive and false-negative rates, and (c) be cost effective with memory consumption per packet computation. 
Also, the routers exchanges data with each other to increase confidence in their detection. Results show that 
each router profiles capture key characteristics of the traffic effectively and identify anomalies with low false 
positive and false negative rate.  

Ojugo et al [13] extended Ojugo et al [10] via a genetic algorithm rule-based model, with 10-feats to 
monitor packet rates. Jalili et al [31] advanced [13] via an unsupervised neural network to extract traffic 
feats, analyse and classify traffic patterns as either a normal or DDoS attack. Chen and Delis [39] used a 
distributed change point detection with change aggregation trees (CATs). This model describes pre/post 
distribution change in traffic. If DDoS is launched, the cumulative deviation is noticeably higher than random 
fluctuations. CAT lets a router detect minor shocks cum changes in traffic and the server uses such traffic 
change patterns at attack-transit routers to construct CATs. It continuously monitors all data traffic, 
inspecting packets, correlate events at different sessions and proactively terminates a session when it detects 
an attack. 
 
2.2. The Deep Learning Framework / Algorithm 

DNN uses deep learning to adapt useful selected feats of interest and parameters, carefully 
constructing a multi-layer network from vast amount of data. Its deep architecture at its input, hidden and 
output layers - helps to improve its prediction accuracy. Its hidden layer transforms non-linearly from a 
previous layer to the next [28]. Proposed by Hinto et al [45], a DNN is trained via two phases: (a) pre-trained, 
and (b) fine-tuned processes [39]. The DNN solves tasks by: (a) dividing training data into clusters, 
computing center points from each cluster point, (b) each cluster is trained and scaled so that each DNN 
learns the various attributes of each subset, (c) the test data applies the previous cluster centers in its first step 
to detect outlier(s) by the pre-trained DNNs, and (d) output of each DNN is aggregated for the final result 
data/outliers [40]. The benchmark DNN model is further described in [1, 38-42]. 
 
2.3. Modular Neural Network (MNN) 

Detailed in [45], MNN is an improved neural network characterised with independent intermediary 
components or modules operating under certain architecture. The intermediaries receive each module’s 
output as input to help compute final output via a tangent activation function. This modularization helps 
reduce large network into smaller, more manageable ones [46] so as to enhance its efficiency and 
exponentially increases other feats of each independent network. While, this complicates the structure, it 
improves its computational efficiency and reduces computational time on tasks assigned to each module. 
Each module is independently trained via a learning algorithm with independent dataset. Thus, learning is 
faster with tasks executed in parallel due to module re-organization. This improve flexibility, adaptability and 
enhances network intelligence [47]. Also, it rules are adaptable, robust and can be re-used independently at 
various networks (a tedious feat in large and complex networks). With effective data encoding and carefully 
selected feats – the network gains improved performance, flexibility, reduced computational time and 
eliminates redundancy [48]. Modules allows for easy understanding of data feats, yields greater flexibility via 
task execution parallelism and compartmentalization, and adaptability [10]. Data is passed around through 
task decomposition using a multi-objective and multi-region support module that aids effective classification. 
MNN can be implemented via multilayered perceptron, adaptive resonance theory and self-organizing maps. 
It can also be trained via either supervised, unsupervised or reinforcement modes [49]. Our MNN is divided 
into 3-components: (a) a supervised cultural genetic, (b) an unsupervised Kohenen neural network, and (c) 
the knowledgebase – as in [43]. 
 
2.4. Hybrid Profile Hidden Markov Deep Neural Network  

The hybrid ensemble as in [44] with training dataset selected to form the cluster features and 
allowed to go through the PHMM. With selected cluster features, circles are delete state for unclassified 
transaction rules, diamonds are insert states for gaps in transaction rules to update knowledgebase for false-
positives and true-negative errors. The rectangles are matched states that accurately classifies rules into class 
types. Match and insert are emission observations as PHMM passes via the states with probabilities 
corresponding to B in HMM; And, computed from frequency of symbols (amount of rules) emitted at 
particular state, which is position-dependent Finally, delete states allows PHMM to go through the gaps in 
the network to reach other emission states. These gaps helps prevent model from over-fitting. For each case, 
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we use the forward algorithm to recursively computes probabilities via reusing scores for partial sequences as 
in [44]. 

Learning is then handed over to the DNN, which seeks to resolves tasks by: (a) divides training data 
into clusters, computing center point of each cluster, (b) each of the cluster is trained and scaled so that each 
DNN learns all attributes of each of the subset, (c) test data applies previous cluster centers to detect 
outlier(s) by the pre-trained DNNs, and (d) output of each DNN is aggregated for the final result 
data/outliers. We then propose the network is divided into 3-stages as follows [47-48]: 
1. Stage 1 divides data into train and test clusters or partitions. DNN stores computed cluster centers, used as 

initialization center(s) to generate test datasets. Dataset attributes are formatted as data-points and aligned 
to fit the classes. To improve the performance, model revises cluster numbers and sigma values. 
Minimum distance from a data point to each cluster center is measured, and a data-point’s nearness to a 
cluster, assigns it to that cluster-class. Training sets generated by clusters are taken up as input to DNNs. 
For training, the number of DNNs equals number of clusters. DNN has five layers: an input, two-hidden, 
a softmax and output layer respectively. The hidden layers learn feats from each training subset, and the 
top layer is a five-dimensional output vector. Each training set generated from the kth cluster center is 
regarded as input data to feed into kth DNN respectively. Trained sub-DNN models are marked sub-DNN 
1 to k. 

2. Stage 2 uses test dataset to generate k-datasets with previous cluster center obtained from clusters in Step 
1. The test sub-dataset are denoted as Test 1 through Test k. 

3. Step 3: The k-test data subsets are fed into k sub-DNNs, completed by k training in Step 1. Output of each 
DNN is integrated as final output to analyse positive detection. 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS (10 PT) 
 
3.1. Data Sampling 

We adopt the Hochschule Coburg (CIDDS-2017) anomaly-based IDS dataset. It is further split into 
training and retraining (70%) and testing (30%) [3, 10]. We adopt 8-parameters to train and fit model [1-2]. 
 
3.2. Model Evaluation 

Comparative result(s) of the model is seen in Table 1 – which shows that PHMM, GANN, MNN, 
DNN and PHMM-DNN has detection accuracies of 0.89, 0.78, 0.91, 0.96 and 0.92 respectively. Also, figure 
4 shows the mean evolution convergence time for the various models. 
 

 
Figure 4. Mean Evolution Convergence in Time 

 
Table 1. Classification Report before Pre-processing Test Dataset 

Heuristic 
Model 

Detetion Accuracy 
and Precision* 

Configuration 
Redundancy Recall F1-Score Confusion 

Matrix 
Average 
Support 

Industry Cost-
Estimates** 

PHMM 0.89 0.71 0.83 0.83  11.410 130 
GANN 0.78 0.79 0.74 0.82  11.408 120 
MNN 0.91 0.56 0.92 0.89  11.411 140 

PHMM-DNN 0.96 0.52 1.00 0.97  12.500 140 
DNN 0.92 0.52 0.94 0.92  12.449 140 

* - measured on the backdrop information from benchmarked IDS manufacturers’ independent test 
* - measured for the protection of one resource (including cost of support and payment of security experts) 
 
We genetrated 82-rules in total and from Table 1, it can be seen that the rules can effectively classify and 
detect above 60-to-82 percent of the instances of the dataset. That is, results of the test dataset (with 12,500 
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points) shows that we have most of the models successfully classified correctly, 11,411 benign instances. The 
models successfully identified 11,410 correctly classified and identified benign instances as true-positives. 
Howevevr, about 31-cases incorrectly identified benign instances were marked as false-positive. Similarly on 
the second row, there were 1,059 malicious instances in second class (label 1); But, 776-incorrectly identified 
malicious instances were marked as false-negative, and 283 correctly identified malicious instances of them 
were marked as true-negative. Thus: (a) for true positive, the model predicted positive and it was true, (b) 
For 40Ttrue negative, the model40T predicted negative and it was true, (c) For 40Tfalse positive, 40T the model predicted 
positive and it was false, and (d) for 40Tfalse negative, 40T the model predicted negative and it was false. 
Furthermore, the standardization of our test data proved to be more efficient than the previous test run that 
was not standardized. 
 
4. CONCLUSION (10 PT) 

For the models, we generated a total of 82-rules with top rules found to have classification accuracy 
range and fitness [0.6, 0.82] – and implies that an estimated over 60% of the rules can adequately classify the 
dataset. Thus, it increases the probability of detecting malicious packets as well as also improves the 
generality of rules, providing the ability for new dataset and their corresponding generated rules to be added 
to the knowledgebase. Detection schemes filter through the network request, analyze them to decide which 
clients are uncompromised and compromised, and ultimately – met out intended safety measures for further 
actions. Their performance can be hindered as premised on their error rate for incorrectly classified and 
unidentified data-points that scheme/model generates. An ideal scheme will correctly classify all request and 
packets with almost zero error rates of false positive/negative – through tradeoffs between the number of 
false positives and false negatives. 
With the rising trend in intrusion threats and activities, it is thus important to create new methods, as well as 
modified security monitoring tools that provide a high probability of detection and timely warning of attacks 
by intruders. Based on the analysis of problems arising from the functioning of security monitoring tools in 
modern CSN, the focal thrust of this study is the adaptation of known heuristic ensembles as a means to 
monitor traffic flow patterns on a network, predict possible actions by adversaries, increase the effectiveness 
of network security, dynamic analysis of the risks of the implementation of threats to the security of 
information resources as well as recommend adaptive security management for migration/modification of 
protection when the level of threat is changed. 
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